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RAGE 
PRODUCTIONS
The Rage Trio, Rajit Kapur, Shernaz Patel and 
Rahul da Cunha, began their journey in 1992 with 
their debut theatrical play “Are there Tigers in the 
Congo?”. Rage has not only created memorable 
plays, they are also involved in giving back to their 
community. They started Writer's Bloc as part of 
Rage Productions to identify and nurture 
promising Indian playwrights. With the support of 
the Jindal Foundation, British Council and the 
Royal Court Theatre, they have been investing a 
great deal of time and money in the writers that 
get chosen for the programme. And, it has been 
running for the past 15 years. Another wish that all 
three of them have is to bring back `36 Ghante' -an
initiative that they had introduced at the 2005 
Prithvi Theatre Festival. The concept was 12 
experimental plays, which were produced in 36 
hours. Till then, they plan to keep raging on. 



PRODUCTIONS
Rage continued their journey, produced and performed in some memorable productions, such as : 

I’m not Bajirao (1995)   
Pune Highway (2003)  

Hard Places (2004)  
Flowers (2006)   

Chaos Theory (2008) 
Me, Kash & Cruise (2008)  

One on One (2010)  
Djinns of Eidgah (2012)   

Mahua (2012)  
The Glass Menagerie (2013)  

One One One -2 (2015)  
The Siddhus of Upper Juhu (2015)  

Naqqash (2016)  
Twelve Angry Jurors (2016)   

Anand Express (2017) 
 The have also performed in Belgium, Germany, Holland, Oman, Singapore, South Korea, Sri Lanka, 

UAE, UK and the USA.   



A heartfelt look at love, life and friendship. A.R. Gurney’s 
internationally acclaimed stage hit is a heart warming, 
poignant play about Andy Ladd III and Melissa Gardner, 
who write letters to each other over a period of fifty years. 
Andy is a serious, down-to-earth attorney. Melissa is a 
lively, free-spirited artist. But these two opposites have a 
definite attraction. 

 They are childhood friends who share a lifetime of 
experiences through a voluminous series of letters and 
notes written from the age of six to sixty. Poignant, romantic
and frequently funny, their correspondence follows a 
bittersweet path of boarding schools, marriage, children, 
divorce and missed opportunities. It’s the life journey of two 
soul mates – enacted through words both written and 
unsaid – who share the greatest gift of all: the gift of love. 

The play opened in 1992 and has completed hundreds of 
performances since then. It has traveled across India many 
times over and has played internationally in Kuwait, Oman, 
Singapore and Sri Lanka. It is perhaps the longest running 
English play in India.
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"Just once in a while, the gods bestow a gift upon 
theatregoers: splendid theatre. Love Letters was one such 

gift." – The Star, Malaysia

"When was the last time you left a theatre performance 
feeling a little as though you'd lost a good friend? If you 

can't remember then you missed your chance last 
weekend, where A.R. Gurney's Love Letters relived to 

perfection, the triumph, the trauma and the tears of love." 
– Nazarene Challawala, Khaleej Times, Dubai

"You have to cry a little, laugh a little, give a little and 
take a little, because the letters tell the story of two people 
who care, who are clumsy and gracious and small and yet
so real, that the impact of the words they spill off the stage 

is stunning." – The UAE



Graduated in 1984. Some found careers. Some found 
God. Some got rich. Some got stoned. Some loved. 
Some lost. All of them stayed friends. Now one of 
them is dead. Can their friendship survive? Class of ’84
is a roller-coaster ride about friendship, filled with 
pathos and humor. 

 The play opened in January 2003 and has completed 
over 300 shows, making it one of the longest running 
Indian-English plays of all time. It has been staged 
across India as well as internationally in Oman and 
UAE. These performances have been for regular 
audiences as well as sold out shows for clients in both
auditorium as well as supper theatre settings.  
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"Bonding, nostalgia, memories, reliving 
experiences, exchanging of notes, bitching, teasing

— that's everything you'd except from a college 
reunion with your old gang of friends, say after a 
decade or so. And that's the premise of Class of 

'84." – Purvaja Sawant, Times of India
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A young man has been charged with the murder of his own father. A guilty verdict will be 
accompanied by a mandatory death sentence. The jury must decide. Reginald Rose’s Twelve 
Angry Jurors begins with an eighteen year old boy, from a slum, who is on trial for the murder of 
his abusive father.   

A jury of twelve people is locked in the deliberation room to decide the fate of the young boy. If 
there is reasonable doubt, the boy is freed. If there is none, he dies. All evidence is against the boy 
and a guilty verdict would send him to his death. But the judgment must be unanimous. Twelve 
Angry Jurors is an examination of many themes. 

Justice, social inequality, and social responsibility among them, but at its very heart, it is a damning
exploration of a world that is too ready and too quick to accept explanations that are handed to 
them. Just because one is offered something, does not mean that one has to accept it. Especially 
when someone’s life, freedom or even reputation is at stake. Brilliantly written, blindingly 
perceptive and deceptively subtle, 

Twelve Angry Jurors forces you to remember that, at the end of the day, you are a human being. 
And you live in a world inhabited by other human beings.   

The uniformly good acting, together with a 
great script and effective direction, make 
this play a “must watch.” – Colaba.info 


